
Vocabulary check: A seed it sleepy

Secretive Pod

Crowded Parachute

Currents Inventive

Embryo Dormant



Fireflies (noun – plural)

Definition:

To hide information or to be hidden from view.

In context: 

The child was very secretive about 

Synonyms: silent, reserved

Secretive (adjective)



Pod (noun)

Definition:

A hard case that holds a seed inside

In context: 

The seeds popped out 

Their pod 

Synonyms: shell, case, 

husk



Crowded (adjective)

Definition:

A place full of people or objects that 
leave little space.

In Context:

The room was crowded with people 

Synonyms:

important, great,

powerful, symbolic



Parachute (noun)

Definition:

A canopy which floats through the air 

descending slowly

In Context:

The person used their parachute when 

they jumped out of a plane



Currents (noun)

Definition:

Water or air that is moving in a specific 

direction. 

In context: 

There are strong currents in the river

Synonyms:

Stream, 



Inventive (adjective)

Definition:

To be creative and think of new things

In Context

It was a very inventive design 

Synonyms:

Original, innovative, creative



Fireflies (noun – plural)

Definition:

A part of a seed that can develop into a 

plant.

In context: 

The embryo slowly grew 

into a plant

Embryo (noun)



dormant (adjective)

Definition:

A plant or seed that is alive but not 

growing. 

In context: The seed lay dormant for 

years until it was ready to grow.

Synonyms: 

Asleep, resting, 



Match the extracts to what you think it means
write this out in your books to save printing

Extract Meaning 

A seed does not reveal 
itself quickly

To start to grow 

To put down roots Seeds will only grow when 
conditions are right

A seed gives the baby plant 
or embryo a seed coat to 
keep it warm

A seed takes some time to 
grow into a full plant

Not all seeds are eager to 
germinate 

The seed protects what it 
inside it.


